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Multilane simulations of traffic phases

L. C. Davis*
Physics Department, Michigan State University, East Lansing, Michigan 48824, USA

~Received 23 April 2003; revised manuscript received 29 September 2003; published 23 January 2004!

The optimal velocity model, as modified by the author, is used in simulations of traffic on a dual-lane
highway and a single-lane highway with an on-ramp. The equilibrium solutions of the modified model cover a
two-dimensional region of flow-density space beneath the fundamental-diagram curve, rather than just lying on
the curve as in the original model. Thus it satisfies a requirement of the three-phase model of Kerner@Phys.
Rev. Lett.81, 3797 ~2002!#. Synchronization of velocity across dual lanes due to frequent lane changes is
observed in free flow. True synchronized flow, as determined by the region of density-flow space it occupies,
is obtained in on-ramp simulations with typical driver reaction times. A gradual change to the formation of a
jam is observed for increasing delay times.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The rationale for physicists to study traffic has been giv
in the thorough review of the field by Helbing@1#. Observa-
tions of self-organization, nonequilibrium phase transitio
and complexity in traffic have motivated extensive wo
from the viewpoint of statistical mechanics. The availabil
of detailed highway data, as compiled for example by Ker
@2#, provides opportunities to compare theoretical conce
to the real world. From a practical standpoint, the econo
and social cost of congestion continues to grow, which s
gests that further work to improve traffic flow is needed.

According to Kerner and Rehborn@2–5#, experimental
studies of traffic on a German autobahn reveal three pha
~1! free flow ~FF!, ~2! synchronized flow~SF!, and ~3! the
wide moving jam~WMJ! phase. FF occurs at low traffi
density while both SF and WMJ occur above a critical v
hicle density. SF gets its name from the synchronization
vehicle velocity on different lanes of a multilane road. Fr
quent lane changes by vehicles equilibrate the velocit
which normally would be higher in the fast lane compared
the slow lane~s!. SF generally occurs at a highway bottl
neck, such as an on-ramp. The downstream edge of this
gested flow is pinned at the bottleneck whereas the upstr
edge moves upstream as the congested region grows.

WMJ differs from SF in that no bottleneck is required
transform flow into this phase. A fluctuation in the lead v
hicle speed can induce a jam in the following vehicles if t
headway between vehicles is small enough@6#. The upstream
front moves upstream at a characteristic velocity that
somewhat faster than the downstream front so that the w
of the jam grows. Average velocity within a jam is qui
small.

Although transitions from FF to WMJ can be observed
traffic data, Kerner reported that often the transition is m
complex—FF to SF to WMJ. The dynamics of these tran
tions have been theoretically examined. The first simulat
of SF transitions was reported by Helbing and Treiber@7#,
who used a gas-kinetic-based macroscopic model. Sim
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tions with discrete-vehicle models have also reproduced
These include the microscopic model of Kerner and Klen
@8# and the intelligent driver model of Trieber, Henneck
and Helbing@9#. Metastable states at high densities with flo
rates obtainable in free flow at low densities have been fo
in cellular automaton~CA! simulations@10,11# and in some
other discrete-vehicle models@12#, providing further theoret-
ical support for the concept of SF. Also, see Ref.@13#, where
FF-SF-WMJ transitions have been simulated with discr
vehicle and macroscopic models.

It does not appear that synchronization of the vehicle
locity is the necessarily the most important characteristic
SF. Rather it is the metastability of flow and the region of t
two-dimensional vehicle density-flow rate space in which
occurs that is significant. Since SF is essential to a comp
understanding of traffic flow, it is desirable to study th
phase further.

The purpose of the present work is to use discrete-veh
simulations to explore the FF to SF phase transitions in t
fic flow. The advantage of using a discrete-vehicle model
opposed to CA models, is that parameters can be relate
physical quantities more directly. These include t
sometimes-overlooked delay times due to driver react
times. The optimal velocity model of Bandoet al. @14# modi-
fied to include driver reaction times is employed here.
additional modification to eliminate unphysical oscillatio
in vehicle velocities is made, as described by Davis@15#. The
latter modification replaced the optimal velocity functio
V(Dx), whereDx is the headway to the preceding vehicl
with the velocity of the preceding vehicle in certain cond
tions of acceleration. This replacement changed the natur
the model from one whose equilibrium solutions lie on t
fundamental diagram~a curve of flowq versus densityr! to
a model that satisfies a postulate of three-phase traffic th
@4,5#. In this theory equilibrium solutions can be found e
sentially anywhere in the two-dimensional region of flow
density space beneath the curve ofq5rV(Dx) as a function
of r51/Dx. Thus the modified optimal velocity~MOV!
model differs qualitatively from the original model of Band
et al. @14# and from those described in@1#.

A car-following model without explicit connection to ve
hicle headway was not considered for this study because
©2004 The American Physical Society08-1
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hicle density is one factor determining traffic phase. Furth
more, the inertial car following model of Tomeret al. @12#,
which does depend on headway but has unphysical velo
oscillations, was not considered. Nor was the intellig
driver model of Treiberet al. @9# because it does not depen
upon driver reaction time. The MOV model used in t
present simulations is appealing due to its simplicity a
straightforward interpretation of its fundamental paramete

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, the MO
model is described. Rules for lane changing and a dem
stration of velocity synchronization in a dual-lane highw
are given in Sec. III. Section IV is devoted to traffic mergi
into a single-lane highway from an on-ramp. The transit
from FF to the single-lane equivalent of SF is studied. F
ther discussion and conclusions are given in Sec. V.

II. DESCRIPTION OF THE MODIFIED OPTIMAL
VELOCITY MODEL

Bandoet al. @14# introduced an intriguing, simple mode
to describe traffic flow—the optimal velocity~OV! model.
Recently it has been shown that the OV model has a di
connection to CA@16#. In this model each vehicle attempts
maintain a velocity determined by the optimal velocity fun
tion ~OVF! V(Dx), whereDx is the headway to the vehicl
in front ~center-to-center distance!. The dynamics is first or-
der and is characterized by a time constantt.

Delay time td due to driver reaction time can be intro
duced by evaluatingDx at t2td . For small delays, it has
been suggested thattd could be combined witht to renor-
malize the first-order time constant tot85t1td and elimi-
nate the explicit dependence on delay. Typicallyt50.5 s,
but realistic delay times are 0.75–1.25 s. Thus it was sho
that renormalization is not a good approximation and t
modifications were required@17#. The modified version con
sisted of two changes@15#. First the headway variableDx in
the OVF was replaced byDx(t2td)1td@Dv(t2td)# where
Dv is the difference in velocities~the time rate of change o
headway!. Second, partial car following was introduced f
acceleration by replacingV„Dx(t2td)1td@Dv(t2td)#… with
the velocity of the preceding vehicle~evaluated att2td) if it
is smaller. These replacements eliminated frequent veh
collisions ~headway less than the vehicle length! and un-
physical oscillations in vehicle velocity. The related noti
that, within some interval of velocity and headway, a vehi
adopts the velocity of the vehicle it follows has been su
gested in Refs.@8,11#. An additional benefit accrues fo
simulations. Initial, stable conditions can be prepared w
headways larger than the equilibrium headways determ
by the OVF. Expanded headways can be maintained if
hicle velocities remain the same~typical of car following
behavior!. The appropriate equations for thenth vehicle are

t
dvn~ t !

dt
1vn~ t !5Vdesired, ~1!

where
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Vdesired5VOV @VOV,vn~ t !# ~2a!

5min$VOV ,vn21~ t2td!% @VOV.vn~ t !#, ~2b!

and

VOV5V„Dxn~ t2td!1tdDvn~ t2td!…, ~3!

where

V~Dxn!5V0$tanh@C1~Dxn2Dx0!#1C2%,

Dxn5xn212xn . ~4!

Note thatvn(t), not vn(t2td), appears in Eqs.~1! and ~2!.
The reason for this choice~which differs from that of Ref.
@18#! is that I regard the dynamics as first-order control of t
vehicle velocity to the desired velocity, which is determin
by a delayed human response. Further, since the mode
quires, when the vehicle accelerates, switching from
OVF to the velocity of the preceding vehicle~unless it is too
high!, it is vn(t), not vn(t2td), that determines this condi
tion.

Throughout this paper,t50.5 s and the OVFV(Dx) is
taken to be the parametrization given by Sugiyama@19#:
C150.086/m, C250.913, Dx0525 m, and v0516.8 m/s.
Except where noted,td50.75 s. All vehicles are identical.

III. DUAL-LANE MODEL

In this section, a dual-lane highway model is present
The fast lane is labeled lane 1. Rules for changing lanes
diagrammed in Fig. 1. The rules are symmetric: that is,
rules to change from lane 1 to lane 2 are the same as f
lane 2 to lane 1. If the closest vehicle in front of it is in th
same lane and the closest following vehicle is also in
same lane~at t2td), then the candidate is permitted t
change lanes~at t); if the following vehicle is in the other
lane, but the headwayb is larger than the safe distancebsafe,
a lane change is still permitted. The safe distance is de
mined by the OVF and the following vehicle velocityu
5V(bsafe). ~For consistency,v and b are evaluated att
2td .) Since the OVF is monotonic,bsafe can be uniquely
determined. The first simulation vehicle in each lane follo
the same lead vehicle, which cannot be passed. The
vehicle starts atx50 at t50 and travels with a specified
velocity profile. Lane changes are allowed every 0.05 s
candidates are chosen randomly. On average, each vehic
a candidate every 0.05 s. A maximum of 600 vehicles
used in the simulations.

The initial positions and velocities of the simulation v
hicles are given as follows.~Note this is an open system wit
no period boundary conditions.! In lane 1, the position of the
j th vehicle site isx52 j h1 e1 and the velocity isv
5V(h1), whereh1 is the headway ande1 is the expansion
factor. The probability that a site is occupied with a vehicle
p1 . Lane 2 is of the same form withh2 , e2 , and p2 . The
vehicles are numbered from 1 toN according to their initial
order regardless of lane, car 1 being first. Over time vehic
may change lanes and order, but their car number rem
8-2
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MULTILANE SIMULATIONS OF TRAFFIC PHASES PHYSICAL REVIEW E69, 016108 ~2004!
fixed. All vehicles move with their initial velocity during 0
,t,td . Lane changes are permitted att5td and every 0.05
s thereafter. Other than this initial time, only a few vehic
~usually just 1! or none change lanes at each interval. Hen
an interval of 0.05 s is considered adequate. Decreasing
interval would not substantially increase the number vehic
changing lanes.

In Fig. 2, the average velocity of cars 500–524 is sho
as a function of time; the black line is for those in lane 1 a
the gray line for those in lane 2. Starting velocities were 2
and 22.1 m/s (h540 and 30 m!, respectively. Initial prob-
abilities of occupancy werep15p250.5 and the expansion
factors weree15e251.1. Since the velocity of the lead ve
hicle was 33 m/s, an increase in average velocity near 3
was observed. Velocity synchronization occurred within a
proximately 100 s. Even for large time intervals for la
changing~as much as 5 s!, synchronization took place in
about the same amount of time.

The car number of the vehicle~s! changing lanes at timet
is displayed in Fig. 3. The total number of lane changes w
988 ~801 after t50.75 s) in 500 s. The ‘‘upper diagonal
pattern indicates that lane changes are frequent in the e
stages of synchronization but become less frequent as
established and as the transition to higher speeds moved

FIG. 1. Rules to change lanes in dual-lane model are symm
for lanes 1 and 2. If the headways to the vehicles in the same
preceding and following the candidate vehicle are each less tha
headways to the corresponding vehicles in the other lane, a
change is permitted. If only the headway to preceding vehicle
less, a lane change is still permitted if the headwayb to the follow-
ing vehicle in the opposite lane exceeds the safe headwaybsafe

determined by the optimal velocity function and the following v
hicle velocity. All quantities are evaluated at the delayed timt
2td .
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stream. Although average velocities in the two lanes
nearly the same, this is not considered a transition to the
phase because the velocities remain rather high and the
is not congested.

IV. ON-RAMP MODEL

Simulations to demonstrate the transition FF to SF
presented in this section. To simplify, let us consider a sin
lane~lane 1! with an on-ramp~lane 2! as shown in Fig. 4. In
a region2dmerge,x,0 vehicles may merge from lane 2 t
lane 1. In addition to the rules of Sec. III, applied to chang
from lane 2 to lane 1 only, merging is permitted if the hea
ways to the leading vehicle,d, and the trailing vehicle,b
~both in lane 1!, are larger than the safe distancesdsafe and
bsafe determined by the optimal velocity function and th
candidate velocityv and the trailing vehicle velocityu, re-
spectively, wherev5V(dsafe) andu5V(bsafe). If the trailing
vehicle is in lane 2, onlyd.dsafe is required.~All quantities
are evaluated at the delayed timet2td .) With this geometry
SF refers to the single-lane equivalent of synchronized fl
for multilane highways. The SF phase is characterized by
region of the two-dimensional vehicle density-flow ra
space.

In simulations at low vehicle density, it has been fou

ic
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he
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FIG. 2. Average velocity of cars 500–524 in lane 1~black! and
lane 2 ~gray! vs time. Starting velocities were 27.0 and 22.1 m
respectively. Initial probabilities of occupancy werep15p250.5
and expansion factors weree15e251.1. The velocity of the lead
vehicle was 33 m/s, which produces an increase in velocity n
300 s. The delay time wastd50.75 s. Velocity synchronization oc
curred within approximately 100 s.

FIG. 3. Car number of lane changes vs time of change. L
changes were calculated in random order every 0.05 s for e
vehicle ~on average!. The total number of lane changes was 9
~801 after 0.75 s! in 500 s.
8-3
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L. C. DAVIS PHYSICAL REVIEW E 69, 016108 ~2004!
that vehicles often maintain the same velocity as the prec
ing vehicle, even if it is a large distance away. In some sim
lations with an on-ramp, this defect has led to vehicles
sentially stalling on lane 2 because the first in line h
reached the end of the merge region without merging.
remedy this defect, the following modification was mad
When the headway is large, the desired velocity is

Vdesired5avn21~ t2td!1~12a!VOV , ~5!

where

a5exp~12D/L !, D.L, ~6!

and

D5Dxn~ t2td!1tdDvn~ t2td!, ~7!

provided VOV.vn(t). A suitable value forL is 100 m.L
corresponds to the ‘‘synchronization distance’’ first intr
duced in Refs.@8# and @11#. In the present model, if thenth

FIG. 4. Geometry of an on-ramp for vehicles to enter a sing
lane highway in the on-ramp model. The distance over which
hicles may merge is denoteddmerge. Only lane changes from the
on-ramp~lane 2! to lane 1 are permitted. Additional~to those al-
lowed in Fig. 1! merges are permitted if the headways to the lead
vehicle,d, and the trailing vehicle,b, in lane 1 are larger than th
safe distancesdsafe and bsafe determined by the optimal velocity
function and the candidate velocityv and the trailing vehicle veloc-
ity u, respectively. All quantities are evaluated at the delayed t
t2td .
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vehicle is withinL of the preceding vehicle~labeledn21),
it attempts to adopt the velocityvn21 provided vn,VOV
@Eqs.~2! and~3!#. If the headway exceedsL, thenth vehicle
attempts to adopt the velocityVdesired @Eq. ~5!#, which is in
contrast to the model of Refs.@8# and @11# where it would
attempt to adopt the safe speed.

In Fig. 5 the velocity of vehicles in lane 1 passin
x521, 22, 23, and24 km as a function of time is shown
The width of the merge region isdmerge52 km, so the
21 km point is within this region. The transition to SF o
curred at approximately 100 s for the21 km position and
moved upstream at a speed of 10 m/s. Typically, the velo
of downstream fronts is only 5 m/s or less@2#. Since no
parameters were adjusted in this calculation, I consider
taining this velocity to within a factor of 2 satisfactory. In
creasingt andtd reduces the velocity somewhat, although
obtain a realistic velocity requires that a small jam form
beginning of the SF phase.

The downstream edge of the SF was pinned at the
ramp, whereas the upstream front progressed in both la
beyond the merge region. The profile within the SF chan
somewhat with time, unlike the flat profile found in a typic
jam. Different random sequences of merge attempts gave
sentially the same upstream front, but the profile within t
SF varied. In this simulation, the initial headway was tak
to beh540 m for both lanes,p151, p250.9,e151.22, and
e251.1. The lead vehicle velocity was kept at 33 m/s. T
results in Fig. 5 are qualitatively similar to Fig. 3a of Ref.@8#
and Figs. 8c and 13b of Ref.@11#, computed with a different
model.

The pattern of merges~the car number of the vehicle
merging as a function of time! in Fig. 6 is different from that
of Fig. 3 where only synchronization of velocity occurs. T
steeper diagonal line corresponded to vehicles in lane 2~the
on-ramp! reaching x52dmerge. The remaining band of
points resulted from merges associated occurring near
end of

-
-

g

e

FIG. 5. ~Color online! Velocity of vehicles in lane 1 passing
points 1, 2, 3, and 4 km upstream of the end of the merge
gion (x50) vs time. The beginning of the merge region was
x52dmerge522 km. The transition to the equivalent of synchr
nized flow for a single-lane highway occurred at approximately 1
s for the21 km position and moved upstream 1 km every 100
The initial headway wash540 m, p151, p250.9, e151.22, and
e251.1. The lead vehicle velocity was 33 m/s.
8-4
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MULTILANE SIMULATIONS OF TRAFFIC PHASES PHYSICAL REVIEW E69, 016108 ~2004!
the on-ramp atx50. Most merges take place nearx50 at
low velocity.

The most compelling evidence that the SF has been es
lished is given in Fig. 7. Here the 20-car average flow r
for lane 1 measured atx522 and23 km is plotted agains
vehicle density. The cluster of points near~0.05/m, 0.4/s! is
indicative of SF—flow rates at high density comparable
free-flow rates at much lower density. The curves of poi
running from left to right are due to FF in the beginnin
transforming to SF. For comparison, the density-rate cu
given by the OVF, where rate5V(h)/h and density51/h, is
shown as the solid line. Note that the SF cluster is near
OVF curve at a density higher than the peak-flow dens
'0.03/m. At x525 m ~immediately downstream of th
merge region!, free flow was reestablished at lower dens
near the linear portion of the OVF curve. These results
similar to those in Figs. 8c and 13b in Ref.@11# obtained by
other means.

Near an on-ramp, the velocity pattern depends on de
time ~see Fig. 8!. At x523 km, SF is formed in the range o
delay 0.7 s,td,0.85 s. Fortd.0.9 s the congestion is suf
ficiently strong that a jam forms. This seems reasonable
cause the larger the delay, the less stable the system is
the more likely jams will form. Not only does the averag
velocity of vehicles in the congested region decrease,
width of the transition front also decreases with increas
delay time—both characteristic of jam formation. The d
tinction between SF at low velocities and jam formati
therefore appears somewhat arbitrary in this situation. It
be seen that the transition from FF occurs markedly late

FIG. 6. Car number of merges vs time. Parameters are the s
as in Fig. 5.

FIG. 7. ~Color online! Flow rate for lane 1 vs vehicle densit
measured at 25 m beyond the end of the merge region, at22 and
23 km. The rate-density curve given by the optimal velocity fun
tion ~OVF! is the solid line. The transition from free flow to syn
chronized flow @near ~0.05/m, 0.4/s!# can be seen for22 and
23 km. At 125 m, free flow is reestablished.
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the delay time increases. No other simulations in the lite
ture have demonstrated the dependence~of the transition
from FF! on driver reaction time.

In simulations not shown, the velocities of vehicles atx
52dmergewere found to have similar time dependences
merge regions of different size~1–3 km!.

V. FURTHER DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

According to Kerner@2#, transitions to the WMJ phas
often follow transitions into SF. In the present on-ramp sim
lations SF to WMJ was not observed in actual time, perh
because of the limited number of vehicles~600! or the lim-
ited amount of simulated time~500 s!. Possibly the restric-
tion to a single-lane highway, rather than a multilane hig
way, with on-ramp makes it more difficult to observe SF
WMJ transitions in simulations.

The on-ramp simulations considered in this paper are
high flow rates in both lanes. The incoming rates are su
ciently large to be in the regime of the ‘‘general pattern’’
Kerner@2# or the ‘‘homogeneous congested state’’ of Helbi
et al. @20#. The total of the incoming flux of vehicles in bot
lanes exceeds the capacity of the single lane beyond
merge region.1 To conserve the number of vehicles flow
reduced in each lane in the merge region with the conco
tant formation of jams or SF moving upstream. The veloc
of the upstream front was found to be 10 m/s, which is
least twice that of the experimental value@2#. Since no pa-
rameters of the model were adjusted, but were determi
from other considerations ahead of time, this discrepanc
not considered serious.

Deciding between the descriptions of traffic phases du
Kerner @2# and to Helbing@1# is beyond the scope of th
present simulations, which have been done on a laptop c
puter. Substantially larger number of vehicles (104 or 105)
and run times of hours might be needed to examine th
issues.

The results of the calculations given in this paper can
compared to on-ramp simulations done by Berg and Wo

1The single-lane capacity is less than the maximum OVF flo
0.77 vehicles/s, because the velocity is not optimal.

me

-

FIG. 8. ~Color online! Velocity atx523 km vs time for various
delay timestd50.7, 0.85, and 0.9 s. Parameters are the same a
Fig. 5. Vehicles from only lane 1 are shown.
8-5
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L. C. DAVIS PHYSICAL REVIEW E 69, 016108 ~2004!
@21# using the original OV model. They found the phas
observed by Helbing using a nonlocal, gas-kinetic-ba
model @20#, but did not observe a phase specifically iden
fied as synchronous flow.~There may be correspondence b
tween the homogenous congested phase and synchro
flow, however@20#.! One can begin to understand these d
ferences by considering the steady-state or equilibrium s
tions of the original OV model and the modified OV mode

The steady-state solutions of the present model@Eqs.~1!–
~7!# are vn5vn21 if vn<VOV(Dxn) and Dxn,L. This im-
plies that a steady-state solution can be anywhere on or
low the OVF curve in the two-dimensional flow-densi
space shown in Fig. 7~except for a small region where th
density does not exceed 1/L). The steady-state solutions o
the original OV model, however, can only be on the OV
curve—that is, on the fundamental diagram wherevn
5vn21 and vn5VOV(Dxn). The OV model as modified in
i,

01610
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this paper satisfies a basic requirement~postulate! of the
three-phase model; namely, the steady-state solutions m
cover a two-dimensional region of flow-density space@4,5#.
The steady-state solutions of the original OV model co
only a one-dimensional space, the OVF curve.

In summary, a dual-lane calculation has shown veloc
synchronization due to lane changing in a free-flow sta
The existence and, perhaps more importantly, the forma
of the single-lane equivalent of the synchronized flow st
have been demonstrated in on-ramp simulations. For de
typical of drivers (;0.75 s), stable transitions to synchr
nized flow have been observed. For long delays (>1 s), jam
formation, rather than synchronized flow, is found as e
pected.

The pattern of lane changes, specifically car number v
sus time of lane change, has been found to be useful
detecting transitions.
ug-
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